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SITE EFFECT IN OHSAKI PLAIN, MIYAGI PREFETURE, JAPAN 
DURING THE 2008 IWATE-MIYAGI NAIRIKU EARTHQUAKE 

Shunichi KATAOKA 1  

ABSTRACT 
 

During the 2008 Iwate-Miyagi inland earthquake, high peak ground velocity (PGV) and seismic intensity 

are observed in Ohsaki plain, Miyagi prefecture, Japan. Unfortunately, detail ground structure in Ohsaki 

plain is not clear. Therefore, we performed a microtremor survey at ten strong motion observation 

stations. An average S-wave velocity for top 30 meters (AVS30) is used as an index of the ground 

stiffness. The AVS30 is estimated from obtained phase velocity using the empirical relation. As a result, 

AVS30s are small in the central plain. Those are ranged from 100 m/s to 300 m/s. These values are 

slightly smaller than a northern flat area. Spatial distribution of PGV is explained by the AVS30 value 

qualitatively. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

During the 2008 Iwate-Miyagi Nairiku Earthquake, high PGV and seismic intensity area is seen in south 

east direction from the fault, though epicentral distances are not short. This area corresponds to Ohsaki 

plain, Miyagi prefecture. Earthquake ground motion is represented by a convolution of source effect and 

site effect. A source process of this earthquake has been studied by several researchers. Their results are 

almost the same. By their result, main rupture was occurred southern part of the fault. It is said that the 

area where high PGVs and seismic intensities are observed has a soft surface layer. So that severe ground 

motion can be explained by convolution of source characteristics and site characteristics qualitatively. 

However, quantitative evaluation for site effect or ground structure has not been performed. 

 

To reveal the ground structure, we carried out a microtremor array survey at 10 sites in the plain using a 

triangle array. Using empirical relationship between phase velocity and an average S-wave velocity for 

surface layer, we estimate average S-wave velocities of top 30 meters (hereafter AVS30) instead of real 

ground structure.  

 

In this paper, relation between high ground motion indexes and AVS30 are discussed. 

 

 

SEISMIC CHARACTERISTICS  
 

An earthquake occurred at 08:43 AM on Japanese Standard Time on June 14, 2008. Its epicenter is close 

to a border of Iwate and Miyagi prefecture. As damage of this earthquake is so severe, the Japan 

meteorological agency (JMA) names this event 'The Iwate-Miyagi Nairiku Earthquake in 2008'.  
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The JMA assigned a magnitude of 7.2 to this earthquake. This is the largest magnitude among inland 

damage earthquakes in this decade in Japan. JMA estimates its epicenter as 39°01.7' in latitude and 

140°52.8' in longitude. Depth of hypocenter is 8 km.  

 

Fault plane solution by JMA is displayed in Figure 1 with the epicenter. The fault plane solution shows 

that fault plane is the reverse fault type. Crust deformation estimated by GPS and aftershock distribution 

indicates that actual fault plane dips to west. 

 

Rupture process is also studied by several researchers. Their results are shown in their home page soon 

after the earthquake. Epicenter is located center of the fault plane, but main rapture was occurred southern 

part of the fault. Moment magnitudes deduced from their works are almost the same as from 6.7 to 6.9. 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Map showing epicenter and fault plane solution. Epicenter is indicated by star and 
surrounding small box is the study area. 

 

 

STRONG MOTION OBSERVATION NETWORK 
 

In Japan, we have several nation-wide strong-motion recording network. In this study, ground motion data 

from four networks are used. Four networks are K-NET and KiK-net those are operated by NIED, JMA’s 

net work, and local government seismic intensity network. Here, merit and demerit of those networks are 

summarized. 
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K-NET and KiK-net 
K-NET and KiK-net are operated by NIED. Ground motion data are opened to public through the internet 

(Aoi and Fujiwara, 2004). Ground profile is also opened with P-wave and S-wave velocity. For the K-

NET, only top 20 meters profile is surveyed. On the other hand, as the KiK-net has two sensors those are 

installed at the surface and underground, ground profile to the bottom of the borehole is opened. 

 

In Japan, instrumented seismic intensity is used officially. Procedure to evaluate the intensity is defined 

and opened by JMA. We can calculate the intensity from ground acceleration that is recorded by K-NET 

or KiK-net. Such own-calculated seismic intensities are added in this study. 

 

Japan meteorological Agency 
Japan Meteorological Agency also deploys about 400 seismic intensity meters around Japan (Nishimae, 

2004). The seismic intensity meter records ground acceleration and calculates the intensity. Ordinary, 

seismic intensity and PGA of three components are published just after an earthquake. Acceleration 

records with large amplitude are also opened. Unfortunately, a ground condition is not published. To 

consider the site effect, some survey for ground structure is needed. 

 

Local government 
Local government places a seismic intensity meter at each municipality in its territory. A span of station 

is the smallest among this four network. However, as the main aim is the emergence response, storing 

ground motion record is not the first important thing. Ordinary, records are erased by several reasons. 

 

 

OBSERVED GROUND MOTION 
 

Spatial distribution of PGV and seismic intensity 
Map showing recorded PGVs is displayed in Figure 2. Amount of PGV is shown by rainbow color. To 

distinguish an individual strong motion network, different mark is used. In the map, epicenter and 

horizontal projection of the fault plane is also plotted. In this study, a fault plane estimated by Suzuki at 

al. (2008) is used. 

 

Left hand of this map is a mountainous region and in the middle and bottom of the map, there is a hill that 

runs east-west ward. So that lower half area of this map is rimmed by high altitude region and this area is 

called Ohsaki plain. This plain extends to south-east ward. This area is also displayed in Figure 1, the 

plain extends to the oceans. 

 

PGV at station KRKM and IWDY those are located in an edge of Ohsaki plain are about 50 cm/s, while it 

is below 30 cm/s at station IWT011 and IWT010. As PGV at unnamed JMA station near station IWT011 

is almost the same to IWT011, it seems that PGV of IWT011 is not singular one. In the middle of plain, at 

station MYG004 and FRKW, PGV is marked about 40 cm/s. Such a large PGV are not seen during this 

event except this area. 

 

Same tendency can be seen in seismic intensity distribution. Figure 3 shows a spatial distribution. In 

Ohsaki plain, there are seven local government stations. At six stations except WAKY, the intensity is 

larger than 5.5. Those numbers exceed those of IWT010 and IWT011. Especially, distances from the fault 

to station TKSM, TAJR, and FRKW look far than those of IWT011 and IWT010. 
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Figure 2. Map showing spatial distribution for PGV. Amount of PGV is shown by rainbow 

color. Different marks are used to identify the networks. Mark meaning is as follows: triangle: 
K-NET, inverse triangle: KiK-net, Circle: JMA , rectangle: local government. White box shows 

the horizontal projection of the fault plane. 
 

 

Examples of ground motions 
Examples of observed ground motions are displayed in Figure 4. Recorded accelerations at IWT010 and 

MYG004 and integrated velocities and velocity response spectra with damping factor of 5% of those 

motions are illustrated. In this figure, east-west motion is used. PGA and PGV at IWT010 are smaller 

than those of MYG004. For response spectrum, MYG004 is generally larger than IWT010, but two 

curves take the same value around two second. As IWT010 is located on stiff soil, amplification in short 

period is due to soft surface layers. Amplification in long period range might be caused by deep ground 

structure. 
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Figure 3. Map showing spatial distribution for seismic intensity. Amount of the intensity is 

shown by color. Marks are the same to Figure 3. 
 

 

ESTIMATING AVERAGE S-WAVE VELOCITY 
 

True ground structure of each station is needed to evaluate site effect exactly. However, it is complicated 

to explain the spatial distribution of high indexes. On the other hand, an average S-wave velocity for top 

30 meters (AVS30) is a simple number, and it is a good index to estimate an amplification of peak ground 

velocity (Midorikawa et al., 1994). In this study, the AVS30 is used, instead of true ground structure. 

 

The AVS30 is estimated by phase velocity of Rayleigh wave. Konno and Kataoka (2000) show a very 

close relationship between an average S-wave velocity for top layers and phase velocity of Rayleigh 

wave. Nagao and Konno (2002) compile relationship between average S-wave velocities and phase 

velocities of Rayleigh wave. By their work, the AVS30 is approximated by phase velocity of Rayleigh 

wave with wavelength of 40 meters as equation (1). 
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Figure 4. Recorded ground acceleration (left upper plate) and integrated velocity (left lower 
plate) at k-NET IWT010 and MYG004 in the east-west component. Velocity response spectra 

with damping constant of 5% for those ground motions are displayed in right plate. 
 

 

 )40(30 == λcAVS  (1) 

 

Array observation 
Array configuration is shown in Figure 5. At the center of the equilateral triangle, one sensor with three 

components is placed. At each apex, vertical component sensor is placed. Sometimes at middle of one 

side, one sensor is placed additionally. A distance from center to apex is ordinary six meters but for the 

station 1HSM, two radius, 4 meters and 10 meters are used. 

 
Figure 5. Array configuration. A distance from the center to apex is ordinary six meters, but 

sometimes it changed from 4 meters to 10 meters. 
 

Phase velocity 
At first, we estimated phase velocity of Rayleigh wave, using Spatial Correlation method (hereafter 

SPAC) proposed by Aki (1957). Figure 6 shows phase velocity with frequency for eight stations. In this 

study, there are two combinations to evaluate a spatial autocorrelation coefficient that is the center to 
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apex and apex to apex. Those are marked in the figure independently. From the figure, two phase 

velocities yields from two coefficients are almost the same. This means that estimated phase velocities 

has high reliability. 

 

For remaining two stations, we cannot obtain good dispersion relation using SPAC method. Then we use 

extended SPAC method (Okada, 2004). Phase velocity c is determined by minimizing the equation (2). To 

search adequate c in eq.(2), c is changed by every 1 m/s. 
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In this equation, rj is distance of two stations, fi is frequency, coh(rj, fi) is coherency of two stations, J0() 

means 0-th order Bessel function, and N is number of sensor combination. 

 

Estimated phase velocities for station HNYM and IWDY are displayed in Figure 7. In this figure, the 

amount of residue of equation (1) is illustrated by gray color. Darker indicate the more proper result. As 

recording was performed three times at each station, each result shows independently. However, 

considering wavelength of 40 meters, three result show almost the same value at both station. We think at 

least the AVS30 in this study is reliable. 

 

 
Figure 6. Estimated phase velocity using SPAC method. Guide line to read a phase velocity that 

wavelength is 40 meters is added by blue line. Empirical higher limit for estimating phase 
velocity using SPAC method is also displayed by pink line. 
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Figure 7. Estimated phase velocity using ESPAC method. Accuracy of estimated value is 
represented by gray darkness. Guide line and empirical upper limit also displayed. 

 

 

Spatial distribution of AVS30 
Map showing spatial distribution of the AVS30 is displayed in Figure 8. The AVS30 of stations those are 

located near plain edge are not small. Those numbers are almost the same to those of IWT-stations. 

However, in the middle of the plain the AVS30 is small. This fact means that qualitative explanation after 

the earthquake is true that much amplification has been occurred in the middle of the plain.  

 

The AVS30 looks like having a relation with elevation. A station that elevation is low, for instance, 

TAJR, FRKW, and WAKY has low AVS30 value. Station KNNR has also low value, that is 125 m/s. An 

elevation of KNNR is 15 meters. This is almost to the same to station TAJR. As the AVS30 is index for 

PGV amplification, high PGV are extended to middle of plain during the earthquake. 

 

 

DISCUSSIONS 
 

Midorikawa et al. (1994) show that an amplification of PGV is explained by the AVS30 empirically. The 

AVS30 is a sort of ground stiffness index. In this chapter, relation between the AVS30 and amplification 

of ground motion indexes are discussed. 

 

Qualitative study 
PGV and seismic intensity is plotted against fault distance. The fault distance is defined by a distance 

from a station to the fault plane in this study. If IWT011 is excluded, data distribution can be explained 

easily, considering the AVS30. For (a) in Figure 9, if fault distance is fixed, larger PGV value is marked 

at station that has lower AVS30. In the range of fault distance below 20 kilometers, there are six stations. 

Among them, PGV are aligned in order of the AVS30 value. Similarly, if PGV is fixed, distant station has 

lower AVS30 value. Focusing on the range of PGV 40 m/s to 50 m/s, FRKW has lowest AVS30 that is 

the remotest station. IWT011 is located close to the fault, but it has low PGV among stations in this study. 

It will be a reason that it has the highest AVS30 value. despite low AVS30 value. These facts show that 

the AVS30 indicates amplification of PGV qualitatively. 

 

For the case of seismic intensity, tendency of AVS30 dependency is almost the same to PGV distribution. 

However, there are some exceptions including IWT011. Seismic intensity of KNNR is 5.6 and the AVS30 

is very low value, but there are two stations those intensities are larger than that of KNNR with the same 

distance and high AVS30 value. However, if we eliminate KNNR, relation in distance is also good. In 

this plate, we can find that IWT011 has low seismic intensity despite low AVS30 value. 

 

As mentioned above, IWT011 is treated as exception. Two reasons can be thought. First one is the 

definition of fault distance. As the above mentioned, main rapture is occurred southern part of the fault. 

Only IWT011 and IWTH24 are located the northern part of fault among stations in this study. So that 
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distance assigned for IWT011 is not correct. If large distance is assigned to IWT011, a result will be 

acceptable. However, if such distance is introduced, PGV of IWTH24 will not be acceptable. The second 

reason is underground structure or AVS30. As this site is K-NET site, we estimate the AVS30, 

extrapolating the S-wave profile that is ending at 20 meters. Additionally, distribution of S-wave velocity 

is somewhat peculiar. It is constant with depth, though a soil type is changed. Finally, There is another 

thinking that the AVS30 is not a special value, so that there is always exception. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 8. Map showing spatial distribution of AVS30 values.  
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Figure 9. Ground motion indexes to fault distance considering AVS30 value. (a) is PGV and (b) 
is seismic intensity 

 

 

Quantitative study 
Midorikawa et al. (1994) propose a PGV amplification factor from engineering bedrock at which the 

AVS30 is about 600 m/s. to surface as equation (3). In this section, their amplification factor is checked 

by dividing observed PGV by estimating PGV at bedrock using Si and Midorikawa’s empirical formula 

(1999). 

 log ARV = 1.83− 0.66log AVS± 0.16  (3) 

 

Figure 10 shows the amplification factor. Marks show amplification of recorded one. The curve show 

empirical relation with plus minus one standard deviation. About half of observed amplification factor are 

located within a range that is considered standard deviation. Most of the remainings are larger than 

empirical value. Those are FRKW, IWDT, and MYG004. Generally, peak value in velocity motion is 

occurred in the latter part. They might be induced by surface waves. So that empirical relation does not 

work well. 

 

 

 

Figure 10. Amplification of PGV. 
 

 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 
 

During the 2008 Iwate-Miyagi inland earthquake, high peak ground velocity (PGV) and seismic intensity 

are observed in Ohsaki plain, Miyagi prefecture, Japan. After the earthquake, this high value is explained 

by ground condition, qualitatively. However, detail survey for ground structure has not been carried out.  

Therefore, we performed a microtremor survey at ten strong motion observation stations. 
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An average S-wave velocity for top 30 meters (AVS30) is used as an index of the ground stiffness. The 

AVS30 is estimated from obtained phase velocity using the empirical relation. As a result, AVS30s are 

small in the central plain. Those are ranged from 100 m/s to 300 m/s. These values are slightly smaller 

than a northern flat area. And the explanation that this is the area that is easy to amplify earthquake 

ground motion is true. In addition, if distance is defined as shortest distance to the fault, attenuation of 

PGV is explained by the amount of the AVS30 well. For the seismic intensity, the tendency is the same to 

PGV that it becomes bigger when the AVS30 becomes small. Amplification factor of PGV from 

engineering bedrock is also studied. When we use the attenuation formula as reference and compare to the 

empirical amplification factor proposed by Midorikawa et al.(1994), observed values are large. Finally, it 

is necessary to survey the underground structure of station IWT011, because observed ground motion 

might be small considering the AVS30. 
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